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Instinet achieves #5 ranking among cash equities brokers in Europe
Market share rose from 6% to 10% over the past year
LONDON – February 23, 2015 - Instinet Europe Limited (IEL) today announced its number five ranking, by
customer market share, among cash equities brokers in Europe, according to a research report published by
Markit.
Instinet was the only firm in the top ten to climb the rankings in 2014, increasing market share from 6% to 10%,
doubling its traded client volumes in Europe last year and seeing volumes worth €990bn compared to €486bn
in 2013. Instinet saw growth in large, mid and small cap equity securities.
“We have seen growth across our entire client base in Europe over the past year, which includes institutions,
broker dealers and low-latency users. This rise in the rankings, not only demonstrates our momentum for
further growth, but also the client support we continue to receive,” said Adam Toms, CEO of Instinet Europe
Limited. “Our institutional accounts have also contributed significantly to our CSA platform growth, where
European client balances have more than doubled in the past year, as accounts look to align to future
regulation.”
“This top five ranking not only solidifies Instinet’s position as a leading global agency broker, but is also a
testament to the client demand for transparent, agency-driven execution,” said Jonathan Kellner, CEO of
Instinet Incorporated.
View the full 2014 rankings published by Markit >
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About Instinet
As the equity execution services arm of the Nomura Group, Instinet Incorporated’s subsidiaries provide
independent, agency-only brokerage services to clients throughout the world. Through its advanced suite of
electronic trading tools, experienced high-touch trading group and unparalleled access to insightful content and
unique agency-only liquidity, Instinet helps institutions lower overall trading costs and ultimately improve
investment performance. Over the course of its 40+ year history, Instinet has introduced a range of now
industry-standard trading technologies as well as the world’s first major electronic trading venue, one of the
first U.S. ECNs and, most recently, the Chi-X businesses. For more information, please visit instinet.com.
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